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At first sight it seems surprising that computer software should degrade. We are used to the idea that mechanical devices wear out with use and sooner or later they fail. Similarly, performance of electrical devices, particularly batteries, falls with time and they too eventually fail. But software? That’s just a pattern of bits. Sure the device holding the bits may fail, but we can restore from backup, we have error correcting codes. Surely as long as the bits are ok, the software will continue to be ok?

Wrong! Software too degrades over time. (Part of Figure 1 shows a fragment of a program which worked fine 20+ years ago, but which now does not even compile.) Like the fact that there are many reasons for hardware to fail, there are many reasons why untouched software may no longer work. It is so common for legacy software to fail [1], that the term software “bit rot” has been coined to cover, not just the problem of reading bits from old hardware [2], but also the general tendency for old programs to cease to perform their original task.

Today, and in the foreseeable future, the dominant cost of computing is software, i.e. people’s time, not hardware. Further the dominant cost of software is the cost of software maintenance. (Wiederhold [3, p66] says “Maintenance costs over time typically exceed the original software development cost by factors of 2 to 10.”) Bit rot increases the maintenance burden. We cannot simply leave software in the state it was in when it was first sold. Firstly we will need to bugfix. Arguably, if the defect was known in the original code, this is not bit rot. But even excluding this special case, bit rot can cover items such as the need to update for: new computer hardware, e.g. laptop, smartphone, new software libraries, new versions of computer programming languages and their support tools (the GNU C++ compiler has been through 113 releases since the code in Figure 1 was written), new computer operating systems, such as Microsoft Windows 10, and new versions of existing operating systems, etc.

In other words, if left untouched software suffers bit rot. Even in the absence of hostile actors and evolving computer viruses, we must keep software up-to-date, e.g. we cannot keep running windowsXP forever. This is a problem for everyone, not just major corporations with dedicated software maintenance teams. Unless hardware failure, fire or theft, comes first, even home computer users, laptops, and phones will eventually suffer from bit rot.

You might also enjoy reading

- Software Rot 28 February 2017. Geoff Greer discusses Mozilla taking ten years to upgrade firefox in response to software rot. He also mentioned being unable to disprove the existence of software rot.
- Bit Rot: the silent killer 30 January 2018. Andrew Neshitt advocates Containers to solve bit rot, and fives ways to slow it.
- Bit Rot: A Reminder To Check Your Files… 12 February 2016. J.D.G. Leaver discusses a data loss and recovery incident with modern high density disks.
- Software rot Wikipedia.
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